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Abstract 

In a search for heavy Q = ~e and Q = te particles produced in e+ e- collisions at a center-of- mass 

energy of 29 G~V, n9 candidate events ~ere_found in 7!pb- 1 of, data collected by the Time Projection 

,Chamber at PEP. Upper limits are established on th~ indusive cross section for the production of Q = ~e 

and Q , Je partides ~n the 111,ass range 1- 13 GeV (c2 , improving upon previously established limits. 

PACS numbers: 13.65.+i, 14.80.Dq 
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Only in the past few years have experimental limits been reported on the production of free 

quarks in e+ e- annihilations1- 3 . Estimates of the inciusive production cross section of free quarks 

(and eli quarks) in e+ e- annihilations indicate that if they are produced, the cross section should be 

highly suppressed relative to typical hadronic processes4•5 • This underscores the need for clean, high 

statistics searches for fractionally charged particles. IIi this letter we report the results of a search 

--for the-inclusive production of Q = ±ie and Q = ±ie particles in e+e- interactions at a 29 GeV 

center-of~ mass energy. We have previously reported a limit on the production of Q = ± !e particles6 • 

In this letter we will use units in which e~l. 

... 
The search was· performed using data collected by' the PEP-4 TPC facility at the positron-

. electron. storage ring(PEP) at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The data used in this analysis 
•. . "- .. 

came primarily from the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the central tracking chamber of the PEP-4 

apparatus. A detailed description of the TPC ·and PEP-4 experiment has ·been given elsewhere7 • Track 

ionization formed in the TPC drifts in axial, electric and magnetic fields to 12 sectors ( 6 per endcap) 

consisting of arrays of. 183 proportional wires per sector. Track coordinates in the bending plane are 

found from .the signals induced on rows of segmented cathode pads (15 rows per sector) beneath the 

wires. The data were collected during the spring 1983 running cycle at PEP under conditions identical 

to those described in an earlier letter 6 • 

Charged particle species are identified in the TPC through a simultaneous measurement of 

momentum and track ionization. To a good approximation, the energy loss of a charged particle in a 

gas scales as8 : 

where f,K, and Vp are constants Which depend on the gas, j3 and ')' are the USUal kinematic variables, 

and Q is the charge of the particle. Qualitatively, this gives a curve that falls ·as 1//32 at' low velocities, 

reaches a minimum (for the TPC; this is at /3"1 ~ 3.6), and then rises logarithmically until it reaches a 
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constant value (about 1.4 times,the minimum for the ~PC). In this analysis, the m~asured value of the 

_ track energy loss 4ue to ionization, < dE/ dx >,·.is defi~ed to be the mean of the lowest 65% of the 

ionization samples collected at the sectors. For the data under discussion, the TPC had a < dEfdx > 

resolution of 3.i% for tracks with at least 80 samples of ionization. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of 

< dE/ dx > vs. meas~red mom~ntum for tracks in a 40% subset of the multihadron data. The bands 

are due to the stable Q = 1 particles (e, tr,K,P). Since< dE/dx > scales as Q2 , one would expect free 
.. '., 

Q = k and Q = i particles to .have an ionization scale ! and ! times that for Q _ = 1 particles. Because 

the curvature of a particle in a magnetic field also depends on Q ,. the appar~nt momentum (alSo referred 

to as rigidity), pfQ, will be shifted relative to Q = 1 particles by a factor of 3 and 1.5 for Q = k and 

Q = ~particles respectively. Shown in figure 1 are the curves of < dE/dx > vs. apparent momentum 

for Q = ! (dashed line) and Q = i (solid line) particles with masses of 3 and 10 GeV fc2 • 

The search was performed in regions of <.dE/dx'> and apparent momentum not populated 

by stable Q = 1 particles. This consisted of two regions (shaded in Fig. 1), one bel~w minimum 

ionization for Q = 1 . tracks, and one at high apparent momentum and high < dE/ dx > .. The lower 

region is bounded by the lines < dE/dx >-:- 4.0 keY/em and< dE/dx >= 8.0 keV/cm ( forQ = 1 

tracks at minimum ionization, < -d~/dx >= 12.1 keV/cm). The lower boundary of this region was 

chosen in a place where the detector efficiency was well understood. It must.-be pointed out that this 

region does not include the region of minimum i?nization for Q = k particles; we are only sensitive . ;. ·. 

to these particles at essentially non-relativisti~ velocities. The upper region is bounded by the curve of 

ionization for 1.8 GeV fc2 Q = 1 particles, by the line < dE/dx >= 40.0 keV fern a~d by by the line 

< dEfdx >= 24 keVfcm. The upper boundary of this regio:n. was imposed by electronic saturation: 

The data sample used in the search rep~esented 77 pb- 1 of integrated luminosity. We used an 

event sample consistent with the reaction: e+ e- _. 'y* .... H adrons, with selection criteria identical to 

those described in an earlier Ietter6 • In all, 29.094 events passed the multihadron selection. Candidate 

tracks were selected from this event sample if they had a < dEfdx > and apparent momentum in the 
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sensitive regions defined above. All candidates were required to extrapolate to within 5 em in the bending 

plane and to within 10 em in the drift direction or the beam-beam crossing point. To. ensure reasonable 

< dE/ dx > resolution all candidate tracks had to satisfy two requirements. Candidate tra.cks had to 

have at least 80 samples of usable ionization along the track length with no other identifiable sources of 
. . c ' 

\ .' 
·ol ionization within 3 em. Because the wire gain falls oft' sharply near the edge or the TPC sectors, tracks 

found close to the edge (within~ 1 em) usually had unreliable < dE/dx > measurements. We defined 

a restricted·fiducial volume by requiring candidates to 'have an average distance from the edge or the 

sectors ·greater than 2 .em' .. 

'In the search region below minimum ionization for Q. = 1 particles no candidate tracks were 

found. In the search region above minimum ionization for Q = 1 particles, in addition to the above 

requirements, candidate tracks were required to have momentum errors, 6pfp less than or equal to 
. . . . . . . . . . ' 

O.lp (pin GeV fc). For the data under discussion, the momentum resolution or the TPC was (6pfp) ~ 
.· . ' . . 

J(0.06)2 + (0.035p)2 for Q -:- 1 particles. In all, 96 tracks were roun<;t passing these criteria. Most 
; ' • • I • • 

of these tracks were actually pairs or nearby tracks which were reconstructed.by the analysis software 
. ' '' . 

. as sing.Ie tracks, and thus appeared to have an anomalously large < dE/dx >. This background was 

identified by the presence of nearby hits not associated with known tracks and by abnormally wide 
"' . . 

·ionization clusters. A set of cuts were developed based on these properties to eliminate overlapping .·. . . . 

track pairs ~s candidates. These requirements, described in detail. in our letter on Q = ! particles6 , 

rejected all 96 tracks. 
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As a test of the detection efficiency of the TPC for tracks below minimum ionization for Q = 1 

particles, we made several runs at reduced ·wire gain. We used·these runs·to measure how the electronics 

and track reconstruction software responded to trackS with a low apparent ionization. Data were taken 

at 2 different wire voltages, corresponding to apparent :values of < dE/ dx > for minimum ionizing tracks 

of 6.9 and 5.0 keV/cm. From the number of. reconstructed tracks, the number of wire and pad hits per 

track, and the ionization spectrum, we have determined that there is no loss of: detection efficiency for 

tracks with ;Values of< dEfdx >as low as 4 keVfcm. We measured the inefficiency of the requirements 

used to eliminate overlapping track pairs by applying the same cuts to heavily ionizing Q = l tracks. 

This inefficiency, included in the. limit calculation, red,uced. the acceptance by ~ 20% in the region . . . . . . . . 

above minimum ionization for.Q-:- 1 trac~s .. 
.'. - .• '' ·., l. 

The detecti~n efficiencies for Q · l and Q ' i particles were determined by a Monte Carlo 

calculation. The eve~t generator w'as a· modified UJ:ND9 generator in which a pair of oppositely charged 

Q = !or Q = ~particles were i~trod~~ed into multih~dron eve~ts. 'These events provided. input to a 

detector simulator. The gen:erat~d fractiotiaily charged particles were gi~en momenta chosen from one 

of two distributions, dNfdp ~· p2jE, and dN/dp '~·· (p2 jE)e-3·5E (E.in GeV). We exl>ect that 

if free quarks are produced~ they will be quite massive4 . Because of this expectation and kinematics 

arguments4•10 , the inclusive'production. spectra should be quite similar to the first distribution above. 

The second distribution, more typical for light hadrons such as pions and protons, is presented as an 

alternative model. In the detector simulation we assumed that Q = i and Q = i particles do not 

have larger than normal nuclear cross sections. We note that some estimates of nuclear cross sections 

for free fractionally charged particles4 give values 2-3 times t~at for protons. There is 6% of a nuclear 

interaction length between the beam-beam crossing and the TPC active volume. 

Our limits on RQ = O'(e+e---+ QQX)/O'(e+e---+ Jl+Jl-) are shown in Fig. 2 for Q = i 

particles and in figure 3 for Q = k particles along with the results of similar searches reported by the 

JADE 1, the Mark IT 2 {for Q = - i only) and the PEP-143 collaborations. Our results represent a 
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substantial improvement on the previously established limits. Because the search regions in < dE I dx > 

and momenta are separated by the region populated by Q = 1 particles, there exist combinations of 

masses and momenta for Q = i particles for which we have relatively low sensitivity. This local loss of 

sensitivity is reflected in the structure of the limit curves ip. figure 2. 

To conclude,, we have seen no evidence for ~he inclusive prod~ction of Q, .--: .! or. Q = ie 

particles in e+ e- annihilations at a 29 GeV center-of-mass energy. In the mass range of 1 to 13 GeV fc2 , 

we set an upper limit on the ratio RQ for these particles between 4.0 X to-• and 1.0 x 10-2 depending 

on mass, charge, and production hypothesis. 

We. acknowledge the efforts of the PEP staff, and the engineers, programmers and technicians 

of the collaborating institutions who made this work possible. This work was supported by the U.S. 

Department of Energy under Contracts No. DE-AC03-76SF00098, No. DE-AC02-76ER03330, and No. 

DE-AM03-76SF00034, the National Science Foundation, and the Joint Japan-U.S. Collaboration in High 

Energy Physics. 
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Figure Captions · 

1. Scatter plot .of < dE/dx > vs. apparent momentum (p/Q) for tracks in the data sample. The 

shaded regions are the search regions defined in the text. The lines are the expected ionization 

curves for Q = i (solid line) and Q =!(dashed line) particles with masses of 3 and 10 GeV fc2 • 

2. Upper limit curves (90 %C. L.) for RQ = o(e+e-- QQX)/o(e+e-- p+ p-) for the production 

of Q = i particles.· The assumed momentum distributions are 1: dN /dp "' p2 / E and II: 

dN jdp ,...., (p2 / E)e-3·58 • Also plotted are the results of similar searches by the Mark II 

Collaboration (ref 2, dotted line, for Q = -i only), the JADE Collaboration (ref 1, dashed line), 

and by the PEP-14 Collaboration (ref 3, dashed-dotted line). 

3. Upper limit curves (90 % C.L.) for the production of Q = ! particles. Also plotted are the results 

of similar searches by the JADE Collaboration (ref 1, dashed line), and by the PEP-14 Collaboration 

(ref 3, dotted line). The Roman numerals refer to th~ sam:e production hypotheses as in Fig. 2. 
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